TEAM RESCUE TOOLS
HAND TOOLS & KITS

TEAM RESCUE TOOLS
FOR A SAFER, MORE AFFECTIVE RESPONSE

TEAM EQUIPMENT, INC.
Time Tested, Time Trusted
Since 1985
TEAM CRASH 20 Hand Tool Kit

The TEAM CRASH 20 gives you the ability to combat countless scenarios with rugged professional tools that instill confidence.

Hand Tool Kit provides 20 of our most common tools firefighters and first responders need when arriving on scene. Featuring professional grade hand tools from leading brands like Snap-On, Williams, BAHCO, Estwing, Irwin and more. This well thought out assortment of ergonomic hand tools specially designed to reduce work related injuries is built to deliver years of dependable service. Kit includes specialized tools such as the heavy-duty seat belt cutter, military spec tri-fold shovel, premium ergonomic screwdrivers and more. All the tools you’ll need to pound, cut, pry, pull, saw, seal, loosen, tighten and dig carried in a heavy-duty tool bag for easy transport and storage. Kit weights 35 lbs.

KIT INCLUDES: Rescue Knife, Tri-Fold Shovel, Fire Department Hack Saw, Hack Saw Blades (pkg. of 10), Mini Sledge, Falcon Axe Tool, Vise Grip, 2 slot screwdrivers (Med. & Large), 2 Phillips Screwdrivers (Med. & Large), 10” Adj. Crescent/Pipe Wrench, Wooden Plugs (1 each 0-1” Plug, 0-2” Plug, 0-3” Plug), 4 Wooden Wedges (3”x3”x12”) Spring Loaded Center Punch, Velcro Close Tool Bag.

TEAM CRASH 20 Hand Tool Kit

TEAM RESCUE TOOLS Time Tested, Time Trusted, Professional Hand Tool Kits

CREW FORCIBLE ENTRY TOOLS

For more than 50 years Paratech has set the standard for high quality heavy-duty forcible entry tools. These tools are designed to pry, pound, puncture, twist and cut open or remove all types of barriers between emergency personnel and the lives they are saving. Paratech has led the way in design and manufacturing of dependable and unstoppable forcible entry tools. PROUDLY MADE IN THE USA.

22-000613  Set of Irons
22-000610  TopCut™ Fire Axe
22-000680  30 in. SPF Hooligan Tool Standard Claw
22-000599  24 in. Hooligan Tool Standard Claw
22-000600  30 in. Hooligan Tool Standard Claw
22-000601  36 in. Hooligan Tool Standard Claw
22-000602  42 in. Hooligan Tool Standard Claw
22-000622  30 in. Highway Hooligan Tool Metal Claw
22-000623  36 in. Highway Hooligan Tool Metal Claw
22-000624  42 in. Highway Hooligan Tool Metal Claw
22-000625  PRT Rescue Kit (Rambar & 5 Bits)
22-000626  PRT Rambar & Lockbreaker Claw Only
22-000605  Paratech Tool Mounting Bracket
T605M     TEAM Hooligan Tool Mounting Bracket

ALWAYS WEAR PPE
TEAM RTK 25 Rescue Hand Tool Kit

The hand tool kit is the kit you have always wanted to put together but never did. TEAM has assembled it for you. No more waiting for the SNAP-ON truck to come by.

The RTK 25 Tool Kit features “ergonomic” tools specially designed to reduce or end work related injuries. The kit also includes specialized tools such as the heavy duty seat belt cutter, cable cutter with insulated handles for working on line voltages up to 1,000 volts, military spec tri-fold shovel and more. All tools carried in a heavy duty case. Kit weights 42 lbs.

KIT INCLUDES: Rescue Knife, 24” Crow Bar, Bolt Cutter, Tri-Fold Shovel, Fire Department Hack Saw, Hack Saw Blades (pkg. of 10), Mini Sledge, Tin Snips, Vise Grip, 2 slot screwdrivers (Med. & Large), 2 Phillips Screwdrivers (Med. & Large), 10” Adj. Crescent/Pipe Wrench, 18” Insulated Cable Cutter, Wooden Plugs (3 each 0-1” Plug, 0-2” Plug, 0-3” Plug), Aluminum Duct Tape, Carrying Case.

TEAM RESCUE TOOLS - RTK 25 HAND TOOL KIT

Paratech’s line of personal hand tools include the Biel Tool, TiTAN Crash Axe and Pry-Axe. With different features and weights, Paratech has the right tool for you whether an officer or lineman. For more than 50 years Paratech has set the standard for high quality heavy-duty forcible entry tools. PROUDLY MADE IN THE USA.

22-000120 TITAN CRASH AXE
22-000520 PRY-AXE with Standard Claw
22-000522 PRY-AXE with Cutting Claw
22-000505 PRY-AXE Sheath
22-000550 Biel Tool
22-000551 Biel Tool and Sheath
22-000555 Biel Sheath
22-000605 Paratech Tool Mounting Bracket

ALWAYS WEAR PPE
TEAM RESCUE TOOLS

RESCUE AIR HAMMER KITS
- EXTRA HEAVY DUTY TOPGUN PRO II
  - PART # TG5000XHP
- EXTRA HEAVY DUTY TOPGUN PRO II
  - PART # TG5000HP
- HEAVY DUTY TOPGUN PRO II
  - PART # TG4000HP
- ENTRY LEVEL AIR CHISEL KIT
  - PART # T3500M
- HEAVY DUTY IMPACT WRENCH
  - UPGRADE OPTION

NON-SPARKING TOOL KITS
- NON-SPARKING TOOL KIT TAK31
  - PART # TAM-TAK31
- NON-SPARKING TOOL KIT TAK18
  - PART # TAM-TAK18
- NON-SPARKING TOOL KIT M51
  - PART # TAM-M51
- NON-SPARKING TOOL KIT M48
  - PART # TAM-M48
- NON-SPARKING TOOL KIT TAK1
  - PART # TAM-TAK1

LEAK SEALING PLUG & WEDGE KITS
- HARDWOOD & NEOPRENE PLUG KIT
  - PART # TP715
- 104 SOFTWOOD PLUG & WEDGE KIT
  - PART # PW104
- 60 SOFTWOOD PLUG & WEDGE KIT
  - PART # PW60
- 33 SOFTWOOD PLUG & WEDGE KIT
  - PART # PW33
- SOFTWOOD 16 PLUG & WEDGE KIT
  - PART # PW16

RESCUE CHAINS AND KITS
- 3 TON RESCUE CHAIN PACKAGE
  - PART # THR6000
- 1.5 TON RESCUE CHAIN PACKAGE
  - PART # TRC570
- HIGHWAY SADDLE LIFT CHAIN KIT
  - PART # TBLK
- GRADE 80 & 100 CHAIN ASSEMBLIES
  - VARIOUS SIZE & STRENGTH
- RESCUE GRIPHOIST KITS
  - VARIOUS SIZE & STRENGTH

TEAM RESCUE TOOLS
AVAILABLE THROUGH DEALERS
NATIONWIDE

LOCAL DEALER

TEAM EQUIPMENT, INC.
Time Tested, Time Trusted
Since 1985

6620 Orchid Lake Road
New Port Richey, Fl. 34653-1111
727-848-2424  |  800-367-9054
email: team@teamequipment.com
Web: www.teamequipment.com
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